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Lacquer’s Ecology, or the Swirl 

By Kevin Chua 

On Hang Bong and Hang Gai streets in the Old Quarter of Hanoi are several stores  that sell a variety of craft 
goods: baskets, ceramics, textiles, wood carvings, and paintings. Some of these paintings are made using 
lacquer, an ancient and venerable tradition known in Vietnam as son ta.  The medium’s renown is proportionate 1

to its difficulty: the long and exhausting drying process lengthens the entire process for one painting to several 
months.  Originating in China, the technique for lacquer spread to Burma, Thailand, and Vietnam. In Vietnam, it 2

has been used for several centuries, an essential decorative underpinning of aristocratic court culture.  During 3

this ancient period, lacquer adorned furniture and temple architecture; it held ritual objects in the tight grip of 
the sacred.  Its mirror-like surface gave objects an entrancing gleam, and took its beholders out of ordinary 4

time.  

Lacquer’s entry into modernity came in the 1920s, when the French – in Indochina as colonizers for about half a 
century – revived lacquer as part of a broad program of artistic education provided by the École des Beaux Arts 
d’Indochine. Joseph Inguimberty was famously struck by the lacquerwork in the Temple of Literature in Hanoi, 
and encouraged his Vietnamese students to try the ancient technique. Blending European aesthetics and 
Vietnamese subject matter, these students rediscovered a half-forgotten medium.  

Now, ask any artist in Vietnam about lacquer, and they will trot out this well-known, potted history. Central to 
this story is a belief that lacquer calls up something essential about Vietnam. It speaks to tradition and cultural 
identity. Along with silk painting, lacquer has been held up as the truly Vietnamese art. It runs a straight line 
back to the nation’s past. 



What I will argue in this essay is that Oanh Phi Phi, in testing the limits and potential of the medium, is engaged 
in a project of unbinding lacquer’s history. To “unbind” means to take apart, to separate. Before the tired story 
of national belonging and identity, what is lacquer? And more importantly, what does lacquer do? While it 
would be easy to list metaphors in front of Phi Phi’s work (“It reminds me of... It looks like... It resembles...”), 
such description strikes me as of limited value. In this essay, I will go past metaphor, to engage what I consider 
to be the literal moment in or dimension of her work. This is a space of suspension and contradiction, with 
meaning unstable, and not (yet) resolved. Contradictions in three works by Phi Phi will open onto three 
historical moments.  5

Before the work emerges as a finished painting, it is an unstable, liminal entity. When the harvested lacquer has 
settled into layers, it is worked or processed, either by hand or mechanical churn. If worked with a wooden 
paddle, the lacquer becomes a soft brown color, known colloquially in Vietnam as “cockroach wing.” If an iron 
tool is used, a chemical reaction causes the lacquer to turn an opaque black, known as son then. Numerous thin 
layers of processed lacquer are applied onto the baseboard, with each individual layer dried and hardened. 
(Lacquer is a natural plastic that polymerizes upon contact with oxygen, giving the material its peculiar 
hardness.) As forms are painted on, mixed in, or sanded away during the layering, each layer interacts with the 
lower ones.  The top-most layer does not have priority. Ever so slowly, a painting is “found.”  Usually the 6 7

finished surface is of a deep black, which has an aqueous quality that Phi Phi beguilingly calls “liquid shadow.” 
Its sheen differs from that of oil painting; think of the darkest black that descends to an infinite depth. Before 
the finished painting is a pluridimensional space and time that I call the “swirl.” What if we treat lacquer’s 
abyssal surface as a meeting place, rather than as an autonomous thing?  What if we think of lacquer as 8

mediation, rather than terminus?   9

Central to my essay will be the split between “art” and “craft,” a legacy of Western modernity.  If “art” alludes 10

to individuality, originality, uniqueness, and intelligence, “craft” harbors notions of the hand-made, skill, 
repetition, materiality, and nature.  The division between art and craft is often haphazard and arbitrary, setting 11

one set of objects and makers apart from another.  But if we believe the Western moderns, craft can succeed 12

into or becomes art. Moderns will often tell you that any artist can make this leap. But the move from craft to art 
is ultimately an idealist, occidentalist fantasy, that coincided with the late-19th century pseudo-scientific belief 
that placed “primitive” cultures at the bottom of an evolutionary ladder, and “advanced” European nations at the 
top. The craft-to-art succession is colonialist: while European colonizers paid lip service to developing the 
ability of their subjects to produce art, they privately believed that the natives were “inherently” incapable of 
transcending craft.  Look at the wall tiles, the basket, the rug in Gérôme’s Snake Charmer (c. 1879): craft has 13

long been fodder for Orientalist fantasy. Natives are kept in the subjection of believing they can make the leap 
from craft into art. The opposite direction of moving from art to craft is not without its own difficulties: art 
under modernity often dreams of its creation under conditions of unalienated labor.  But more often than not, 14

this yearning for craft masks guilt and disavowal. True mergers of art and craft, accompanied by real changes in 
the social relations of production – think of moments in Russian Constructivism or the German Bauhaus – were 
rare. The succession of craft to art, then, often conceals a richer and more entangled set of relations. I will use 
the swirl to address these relations mobilized by lacquer: this is lacquer’s ecology.   15

One: 1920s-40s  

Black Box (2005-2007) was the first of Phi Phi’s mature works. Lacquer images cover the tops of sixteen 
equally-sized wooden boxes, all reminiscent of coffins, though ambiguous enough to be read as benches or 
storage containers. Breaking away from the categorial fixity of “painting” and “sculpture,” Phi Phi sought to 



create works that functioned as “fields of experience.”  Displayed in a grid-like arrangement, “with neither 16

chronological nor spatial order,” the boxes induced a spatial and temporal levelling, or radical equity. It was as 
though we had stumbled onto a graveyard, surrounded by coffins unceremoniously pushed up – pushed back – 
into the world. No sunken plenitude of death for us.   

The making of this work saw her actively thinking about the history and theory of lacquer painting. “Despite its 
extensive history,” she wrote, “the complex and elaborate process of creating a lacquer image was mostly seen 
as a means to an end [...] I began to look for metaphors to capture the unique process of working with son ta 
[...]” Meaning contingently emerged out of process, rather than process as a brute means to an end. This 
manifests in Black Box in the way that metaphors do not extinguish the materiality or felt embodiment of the 
work. (I would not say that the more metaphors you can come up with, the better the work.)   

The work’s title gestures to something hidden and obscure. In media theory, a “black box” is a device or system 
– such as a transistor or algorithm – whose inner workings are closed off to an operator. Yet Phi Phi refrains 
from the false knowingness of metaphysical depth. The box covers are of shared food, shoes, a motorcycle: all 
“personal interpretations of social (but not socialist) realism,” ordinary things and activities. She wanted to 
create a genre painting that reflected “shared and common experiences in Vietnamese society.” (The absence of 
humans makes these feel less like genre painting than still life; perhaps human figures would have fixed the 
work too much in time.) These images notably evade tourist clichés of Vietnam (the street vendors, cyclos, etc.), 
and seem to reach for something more fundamental about Vietnamese experience, things or situations so 
ordinary and mundane that we tend not to remember them. One might say that she was returning lacquer to the 
quiet grandeur of the everyday, where one might find the psychological drive in life – which is also the drive 
toward death – in something like habit.  

One can see the deep conditioning of Phi Phi’s training as a painter in this work. An important influence was the 
Spanish artist  Antonio López García, whom she sought out as teacher. From García she learnt not so much a 
particular style of genre painting, than how painting could become a form of “record keeping.” Having her 
painting be index or trace allowed her to break free from representation. Painting no longer needed to depict a 
world. It also meant that culture didn’t need to stand as figure to nature’s ground.  

Black Box is haunted by the split between the religious (the allusion to funerary ritual) and the secular (the 
relation to genre painting), which first occurred under the auspices of the École des Beaux Arts d’Indochine 
(hereafter EBAI), founded in Hanoi in 1925. French scholars differentiated between “objets d’art” and “objets 
de culte” , which was essentially the split between “art” and “craft.” On Inguimberty’s promotion, a lacquer 17

painting studio was set up in 1927. Village artisan Đinh Văn Thành worked alongside students Trần Văn Cẩn 
and Trần Quang Trân, with their French painting teachers Alix Aymé and Inguimberty looking on.  At its best, 18

the EBAI introduced a range of Western artistic techniques and media to Vietnam, and educated many students, 
several of whom went on to define “Vietnamese” art.  

But though the French art teachers were generous, they may have always believed that their Vietnamese 
students didn’t have it in them to create art.  Craft – artisanal production – it seemed, was all that they were 19

capable of.  The distinction between art and craft mirrored other contradictions of the period: did the French 20

want to give freedom and democracy to the country, or were these freedoms only nominal, with them ultimately 
doing everything in their power to keep Indochina as a colony?     



Of the various students who took up lacquer painting in the 1920s and 30s, Nguyễn Gia Trí is widely 
acknowledged as the artist who moved lacquer most decisively from craft to art. His Les Fées (The Fairies), a 
giant, 10-paneled screen painted early in his career (c. 1936), may likely have made reference to Matisse's Joy 
of Life (1905-6), as curator Phoebe Scott has asserted. In size and ambition, the work rivals – dare I say 
outstrips? – that of Matisse. “[The] deliberately free and experimental treatment of the lacquer in Les Fées,” 
Scott writes, “can be read as a self-conscious assertion of the artist’s unbridled creativity – a message which had 
a loaded significance in the colonial context in which the work was made."  The work turns on the irony of the 21

spontaneous forms having been realized – momentarily stilled – in the ineffably hard medium of lacquer. 
Spontaneity makes quick fiction of lacquer. Now it is by no means certain that the work was intended as an anti-
colonial statement; only after 1945 were lacquer paintings such as these reframed as national achievements.  In 22

1936, things were more uncertain. Phi Phi admires Les Fées for its sheer experimentation; for her, the work is 
like a “dictionary” of lacquer painting techniques.  23

Central to the colonial economy was the division between art and craft.  During the early colonial period 24

(1880s-1910s), the goal of the administration was to assimilate Indochina into the French republic. 
Infrastructure was built and the economic efforts of the Vietnamese were developed – but only to an extent. 
Like the British in India, the French underdeveloped the Vietnamese handicraft industry.  This mirrored the 25

underdevelopment of the economy as a whole.  Handicrafts were written off as export goods and as tax 26

revenue as early as 1884.  Cultural assimilation was premised on “giving” French culture and civilization to 27

the populace, which was accompanied by a defensive categorization of ethnic groups, and the racially-
segregated urban planning of Hanoi. The cornerstone of economic exploitation rested on land alienation. By 
1930, 50% of the rural population were landless peasants working on large estates; landless peasants in Tonkin 
totalled nearly 1 million.   28

Towards the 1920s, the colonial project shifted from “assimilation” to “association.” This was a softer and 
ostensibly more benign form of colonialism that purportedly allowed indigenous groups to develop along their 
own lines. Such cultural relativism was mirrored in architect-planner Ernest Hébrard’s buildings, which 
incorporated Indochinese decorative features. (Of course the cultural hybridity bears similarity to the work 
being done at the EBAI.)  But beneath the superficial touting of Vietnamese tradition and cultural merger lay, 29

in fact, a more repressive system of economic extraction.  

In calling Nguyễn Gia Trí’s work “experimental,” the danger is in saying that his ideas – even political ideas – 
were unformed and inchoate. I wonder how much of Gia Trí’s painting was mere artistic expression. One could 
say that in the 1920s and 30s, the very terms of the Vietnamese “nation” were up for grabs – the concept had not 
yet hardened.  (Les Fées, you could say, was neither Vietnamese nor French but both and neither.) Perhaps 30

some of the painting’s politics was relayed through Matisse – who is rarely thought of as having a politics.  31

Women-in-a-landscape was a trope of post-Renaissance European painting, and Gia Trí may have known it was 
the city’s fantasy of the countryside. By the 1930s, Hanoi had become alienated from its surrounding provinces; 
rural-to-urban migration made that fact clear. One couldn’t look out the window and fantasize about the 
landscape. The Haussmannization of the city cut its residents off from nature – but also their past.   32

Scott argues that Gia Trí’s lacquerwork can be seen alongside modernizing developments in Vietnamese 
literature and poetry during those decades.  Individualism was set against the strictures of family and society. 33

But I wonder if there is more. What if the contradictions within Impressionism and Post-Impressionism/
Fauvism – spontaneity versus market rigidification, originality versus reproduction – were laid bare when these 
styles were handed out by the EBAI instructors? Was transcultural appropriation always already parody? Rather 



than an idealism, Nguyễn Gia Trí may have been pursuing a critical realism (in other words, showing things as 
they are, rather than how we would like them to be). The women in the painting are notably depicted wearing 
the ao dai, an outfit that was being revived by local modernist designers in the 1930s.  

Now we tend to think of the artists of this period as believing in the craft-to-art succession.  They wanted to 34

make “fine art,” and be dutifully educated by their French teachers. While I do think that a successful merger of 
art and craft occurred in the best artworks, it’s not the idealist craft-to-art fantasy that we might be thinking of. 
If craft became art, it’s by way of art carrying – in Adorno’s definition – “truth content.” It is the capacity of art 
to conduct immanent critique, to grasp the totality of nature and culture. Instead of presenting us with pastoral 
nature or a dreamy utopia, Les Fées may be about keeping the tension between nature and culture alive. In the 
indeterminacy of lacquer layers, in the aporetic non-merger of figure and ground, lies Nguyễn Gia Trí’s 
modernism. The painting’s expansive inwardness may have been a refusal of colonial extraction and 
underdevelopment. It’s in the eternal disjunction of figure and ground that we find our necessary freedom. 

Two: 1950s-80s  

Specula (2007-2009) may be the most geological of Phi Phi’s works.  A barrel-arched passageway with 35

lacquered walls loosely reminiscent of a cave interior, walking through the space has us descending down 
successive layers of time. The “metamorphosis” of lacquer into stone, moss, or crystalline water isn’t 
representational, she writes. Pigments formed from oxidation, water, precious metals, and resin from the earth, 
“[establish] a parallel with the natural matter of a cave.” Layering and sanding the resin analogize the long and 
slow process of geological formation, sedimentation, and erosion. I would go a bit further: more than a material 
resemblance, Specula is a literal enactment of geological process.  

A speculum is a medical device used to probe bodily cavities; the work has us penetrating, as she puts it, “the 
evocative space of this imaginary womb.” Perhaps this is why the work feels involuted, turned in on itself. Phi 
Phi sends us – sends lacquer – down all manner of architectural cavities: Vietnamese village gates (cong lang), 
chapel naves, caves. (I keep thinking of the psychedelic corridor in Alfred Hitchcock’s Vertigo (1958).) The 
work feels prehistoric, as though church architecture had folded back to a more primordial regime of time. Or is 
time merely a question of orientation? What if we turn back, turn toward, not past but future? What if the future 
could be glimpsed in the past? The star-like shapes at the top call to mind Antoni Gaudí’s dazzling riffs on 
Islamic architecture in Barcelona; like the ceiling of the Palau Güell., Specula has us looking skyward. Against 
the heaviness – the sheer weight – of death or sullen tradition, lacquer here is aqueous, light. Our feeling of 
suspension is enhanced by the lights from below. Of course, some prehistoric cave interiors have us hovering, 
their shamanic imagery torch lit and ablaze.  

“When I started working on large compositions in lacquer, I realized that it is not a solitary individual practice 
but rather a team effort. I like to refer to my studio as a renaissance studio because while everyone has their 
role, there is a sense of an on-going learning process, experimentation and discovery.” Usually she works with 
an assistant; the labour-intensive manufacture of lacquer all but requires it. But you could widen her circle of 
collaboration to encompass gallerists, dealers, writers, curators, and historians. If you count the people 
connected to galleries and museums, there are managers, funders, art handlers. (The contemporary art world 
will always want to highlight her individuality as an “artist,” to have her working alone.) In fact, she relies on a 
chain of production involving human and nonhuman elements that starts from the Rhus Succedanea trees in Phu 
Tho province north of Hanoi, and runs through plantation owners, tree tappers, sap processors and sellers. To 
enter the rhythm and flow of materials and space is, for Phi Phi, to be “suspended” in the studio.   



Lacquer painting became more difficult during the period from 1954 to 1986 in Vietnam (to call this period 
“Socialist” ignores the fact that the post-Doi Moi regime of market socialism is still socialist). Fighting on the 
battlefield took precedence over art production in the studio. Often neglected in art history, because of the 
supposed dearth of art, the period is nonetheless important for the meaning of modernism in Vietnam. Tô Ngọc 
Vân, who worked for the Viet Minh, and established a state school for the arts in the northern resistance zone, 
wanted to force a more definitive rupture with the EBAI, with the move to revolutionary politics. But he soon 
found himself unmoored. “Artistic change is so difficult,” he cried. “We feel it is as heavy as moving a 
mountain.”  He had shifted from oil depictions of idyllic bourgeois women to militant lacquer paintings of 36

soldiers and peasants, such as Soldiers and Porters Resting on a Hill (1953). Though at first heeding Ho Chi 
Minh’s call for art “to inspire the people’s spirit and nation-building resistance,” he came to decry such art as 
simplistic propaganda that was too easily understood by the masses. He became internally divided: “The 
torment of my soul is how to make the self that serves the nation and the masses and the self that serves art [...] 
not to come into conflict or, even worse, betray one another.”  Though lacquer painting continued to be the 37

preferred medium of the revolutionaries from 1945, formal experimentation was suppressed, scorned by the 
Communist Party as decadent colonialism. Most of the lacquer painting produced during this period has a 
familiar, rote cast of soldiers and peasants.  And yet there are exceptions. Nguyễn Văn Tỵ, a student at the 38

EBAI from 1934-41, allegorically reunified North and South Vietnam in his lacquer painting South and North 
United (1961). Lisa Safford has pointed out that the topos of embracing women draws from Renaissance 
iconography of the Christian Visitation (i.e. Elizabeth visiting the Virgin Mary); Văn Tỵ may have seen such 
Western art after the reopening of the EBAI (under the provisional government) in 1945. The work’s 
unexpected channelling of Western art challenges, maybe even scuttles, its avowed utopianism.  How moving, 39

this reuniting of sisters. Văn Tỵ may have been painting Vietnamese Socialism’s future-past. In North Vietnam 
in 1961, there was still reason to hope. It's a bit strange to find artworks of the period testing out, maybe 
realizing, possibilities brought forth by the EBAI, as though modernism was a still-unfinished project.  

Curiously, in the post-1986 period, most lacquer artists in Vietnam have ascribed to “individual” or personal 
expression and style. Yet this individuality tends to be monotonous and uniform,  or rather, “collectivist.” On 40

the one hand, expressive lacquer painting in many ways continues the dream of the old socialism. (Phi Phi 
refrains from unitary or single meaning in her art, which she finds too rigid. She employs polysemy, but not as a 
simple appeal to different audiences. Meaning is found in the reflexively intentional making of a work, in the 
process of stirring and layering and sanding. Polysemy is collective rather than collectivist: it is a multiplicity 
that assembles and gathers things into a whole.) But on the other, socialist realism today is more diverse, and 
less dogmatic, than we might think. There are painters who are innovating, and whose use of words like 
“authenticity” and “experimentation” shouldn’t be scoffed at. The centuries-old mandarin examination system 
in Vietnam, which allowed talented rural people to achieve promotion, and tied court to village, is seen again 
today in villagers who come to Hanoi to attain an École-based art education (now the Vietnam University of 
Fine Arts), and bring this knowledge back to their village.     41

Collective, collection. Jennifer Way has written of how a collection in the Smithsonian Museum of Natural 
History in Washington, DC (accession number 244852, listed as “67 ethnological specimens [...] gathered from 
living peoples in Viet Nam,” and a gift from the government of Vietnam in 1962 ) was caught between 42

competing imperatives. The collection was shown at the Art and Archaeology of Vietnam, Asian Crossroad of 
Cultures exhibition that opened in Washington, DC, in October 1960, which traveled to various locations in the 
United States in 1961.  The exhibition organizers wanted to showcase the democratic, pro-capitalist side of the 43

new nation of South Vietnam through a selection of ethnological objects – including several lacquer trays, 



panels, and screens – that were part of ancient trade networks.  But certain objects in the collection, which had 44

been recently and commercially produced (i.e. handicrafts), stymied this goal. Some of them were also from 
North Vietnam. In the end, the collection failed to exemplify fine art. Events in Vietnam in the early 1960s (e.g. 
the increasing number of American troops in Vietnam) were moreover outpacing the ability of the collection to 
contain it. The collection ended up being relegated to storage in the Smithsonian, rather than at the Freer 
Gallery of Art or the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery (both of which specialize in Asian art), in a kind of archival or 
museological limbo. For my purposes, the collection buckled under the art/craft contradiction, and the 
competing political interests of several agents and institutions.  The long and complicated history of the 45

Vietnamese resisted forcible definition. And at no point was there a simple succession of craft into art.  

Three: 1980s-2010s  

In Palimpsest (2013-18), lacquer was painted on slides that were projected onto silk screens. In the centre of the 
room was a large projection device, assembled from old small and medium-format film projectors, which Phi 
Phi called a “lacquerscope” – alluding to microscopes and telescopes. It was as if we were pulled in two 
directions, led to see the really near and the really far. Micro and macro pull apart, and collide. Built into the 
work is, undeniably, a sense of wonder and discovery: one thinks of the worlds opened up by Robert Hooke's 
Micrographia in 1665. What do lacquer molecules look like, as the liquid is being stirred?  

Phi Phi has written that “Palimpsest was [...] an attempt at the total dematerialization of the medium painted on 
opaque panels into light [...] What we see is no longer lacquer painting in the traditional sense, but an 
examination of its minute qualities, as though observing it through a microscope for the first time.” But I 
wonder if there is an idealism lurking here: dematerialization (or transparency) can entail an epistemological 
determinism, to know in advance what we see. What do we actually see, than want to see? Blindness may 
paradoxically be the dominant mode of vision. When Freud used his metaphor of a “mystic writing pad” to refer 
to the palimpsest of memory, there was an unpredictability to what he was describing. Memories could be laid 
down, but also erased.  In the process of layering and sanding of lacquer, there is an unpredictability as to 46

which layers show through, and how they do. “Palimpsest” refers to a Medieval parchment on which script can 
be crossed out and written over; the word – itself layered or palimpsestic – comes through Latin from the Greek 
“palimpsestos,” which conjoins “palin” (again) and “psestos” (rubbed smooth).  

I wonder whether we “see” lacquer at all. The word seems too belated, and obfuscates the conditions of 
production of lacquer (perhaps in the same way that exchange value belies use value). It’s more like we are 
compelled to, or summoned by, lacquer. (I wonder, in a related manner, whether my visual sense – so privileged 
in Western modernity – inhibits access into other realms of experience.) The obdurate material seems to rebuff 
us, yet calls forth an envy, a desire to know its secrets. While it shares porcelain's penchant for secrecy – the 
Chinese recipe for kaolin wasn't discovered by the West until the mid-18th century – lacquer has little of 
porcelain’s everyday familiarity (which is actually the result of centuries of mass, lower-grade production). 
More haughty than porcelain, lacquer’s secrets remain cloaked.  

The images on the slides themselves are fully abstract, without any recognizable imagery. Fungal, arrhythmic, 
they look biological, inhuman – we are looking at something grown, rather than made. In some places, we can 
see through the layers – they are uncannily transparent. It is as though we are looking through (our) skin, 
watching ourselves disappear. The projection device draws attention to the fact that all seeing is conditioned by 
a perceptual apparatus or machine. Seeing requires an ecology. 



The involutive or ecological seeing involved in Palimpsest finds its opposite in the kind of seeing appropriate to 
beauty. Beauty is a form of distancing and detached contemplation. We look at the world, rather than be in it. 
(One recalls those EBAI students who went out to paint the landscape, rather than interact with the workers in 
it.  Also forgotten was the knowledge that pagodas had long been integrated into a circulating landscape of 47

wind and water in Vietnam. ) Such an “aesthetic” attitude can be said to drive the market for contemporary art. 48

The art market took off after the Doi Moi market reforms that began in 1986, which opened Vietnam up to 
foreign trade and investment.  With decollectivization came a resurgence of village craft traditions, and the 49

handicraft industry boomed.  No doubt the market for oil painting is plagued by fakes, in the sense of copies –50

 which only serves to fuel the market.  With lacquer painting, too, imitations occur in the form of industrial or 51

car paint used to simulate natural lacquer; most tourists cannot spot the difference. What is unnerving, at least to 
scholars and artists in the West, is that even reputable artists and galleries get in on the act.  Such “commercial 52

lacquer painting” (my term) does not resist the pull of the commodity; it bleeds into souvenir production. Hence 
its reliance on a manufactured image of Vietnam: quaint houses, pastoral villages, distinctive ‘ethnic’ clothing, 
etc. Tourism is nostalgia’s twin. Such an image is also premised on the imagined continuity of the lacquer 
tradition in Vietnam. The post-Doi Moi opening of the country to foreign investment repeats the late-colonial 
lure, when Westerners were encouraged to travel to Vietnam.  Curiously, as the boom in the commercial 53

lacquer painting market is occurring, one hears reports of the natural lacquer painting market “struggling.”  54

However much this is true, it repeats colonial-era rhetoric, by which the French bemoaned the lack of 
improvement in the indigenous economy – but this false pity was a way for them to disavow their own 
underdevelopment of the Vietnamese handicraft industry. Neoliberal capitalism repeats the ruses of 
colonialism.   55

The nostalgia for the old city found in many commercial lacquer paintings appeared just as a private 
construction boom in Hanoi was underway in the early 1990s.  Soaring property rental prices increased 56

pressure to redevelop historic central areas of the city, with many residents in the centre of Hanoi forced to 
relocate to the suburbs. But resistance to urban development has emerged in unusual places. For example, the 
Hom-Duc Vien market in Hanoi – which contains monks’ graves, animist trees, a market deity, the god of the 
earth and the god of wealth – was planned to be demolished, part of a broader government push to replace fresh 
markets with super- and hyper-markets.  (Urban renewal in Hanoi is accompanied by state efforts to impose 57

“civilization.”) The demolition didn’t occur, due to the web of protective spirits in and around the market, and 
the people who believed in them. At a number of markets in Hanoi in the late 1980s and early 90s, local 
authorities went so far as to ban small altars in individual market stalls. No doubt the small altars often placed at 
the entrance of Vietnamese shops are mostly not made of lacquer (they are of the cheap, metallic variety). Yet 
each of these, I think, carries a memory of lacquer’s former social function: as a platform for spirits.  One finds 58

lacquer on the pillars of the Diec Pagoda in Vinh City, with the entire ruin abetting and disrupting colonial, 
socialist, and market-oriented urban development.  Some have argued that in the post-Doi Moi period, spirits 59

have re-emerged – their occurrence, no doubt, a bulwark against the forces of rapid urbanization.     

A pastoral image of the forest often accompanies the mention of lacquer.  The lacquer sap, again, comes from 60

trees grown on cottage-industry plantations in Phu Tho province. Yet this forest could be reallocated by the 
government. Land expropriation has been undertaken by the state in the name of modernization and 
development, for the building of infrastructure, and for urban expansion.  In principle, since the market-61

oriented reforms of the late 1980s, forest and agricultural land have been decollectivized, and redistributed to 
individual households. In turn, foreign and domestic markets have been liberalized, which has encouraged 
economic investment into mountain areas, with the goal of intensifying fixed cultivation. Farmers have been 



encouraged to move away from swidden agriculture, in favour of irrigated rice agriculture, with the aim of 
making the land more productive.  But in practice, state efforts at territorialisation (surveying, mapping, etc.) 62

have not uniformly led to private control.  The leasing of land to foreigners has, at times, encountered 63

resistance.  There has been a disconnect between official government policy and the local understanding and 64

implementation of such land-use policies.  The influx of foreign capital into environmental management, 65

forestry development and biodiversity conservation has “inadvertently [legitimized] state territorial strategies, 
[deepened] distributional inequity and paradoxically [undermined] [...] biodiversity.”  The industrial 66

exploitation of the forest, which began during the French colonial period, has effectively been revived.  67

“Ecological” destinations like Thung Nham Bird Park are actually tourism corporations. Forests are being 
depopulated of animals, to supply a demand for wildlife meat in urban restaurants, and for Eastern medicine in 
Vietnam and China (e.g. bear bile for cancer).  Archaic dreams of Eastern health and sexual potency are 68

driving species extinction. As all this is happening, climate change is exacerbating environmental conditions, 
and the ability of agriculture to adapt.  Beneath the surface image of lacquer is a more complicated political 69

ecology of land use, agriculture, and species survival.   

For me, the thrilling (disturbing) thing about lacquer lies in the anxiety of not knowing where the “ground,” the 
bottom layer, is. Figures seem to float. One always feels suspended; these are vertiginous pools of doom. As 
anxiety builds, the formality of the medium seems to announce itself, calls one to decorous attention. Lacquer’s 
austerity invites deception: it is as though one could feign one's belonging to court or aristocracy – and get away 
with it. Cue the deceptions of the commercial lacquer painting market. 

The infinite suspension is also a movement. Lacquer’s more compelling history, I think, resides in its 
nomadism, its ability to infiltrate objects, rooms, and spaces. To have these objects quietly appear as furniture 
(perhaps the highest compliment for any medium is to be able to disappear into mediation). Lacquer was 
originally designed to protect objects from elements, and sometimes these objects travelled. While it is almost 
certain that lacquer came from China, more interesting are stories of its circulation.  For example, what was 70

lacquer doing, when ambassador Tran Tuong Cong famously brought lacquerware from Hunan back to Hanoi in 
the 15th century?  Did those objects give his entourage strength and vitality, on their journey?  71

While lacquer is commonly thought of as requiring precise climactic conditions  to dry, we can think of the 72

process as a string of contingencies. Compressed into the material are conditions of site and place: like wine, 
lacquer has terroir.  Before it hardens as material, lacquer is about durational process: waiting for layers to dry, 73

the slow trickle of time. Before it hardens as meaning, lacquer consists of the connections that take lacquer 
painting beyond studio and market, from the micro- to the macro-level (and back again).  

For Phi Phi, lacquer establishes a relationship to place, without the need for a determined sense of belonging. 
Without the need for nationalism, and its brand of identity. Place without identity. I think of this as getting used 
to our transience, to a world without false, transcendental ideals. Thinking about lacquer’s ecology – which is a 
world beyond the false dichotomy of art and craft – might allow us to move beyond the familiar divides 
between natural (or collectivist) and commercial lacquer painting, or between what Phi Phi is doing and the vast 
majority of socialist-realist lacquer painters driven, sincerely-driven, by authenticity and nationalist belonging. 
Again, so much of the discourse unhelpfully hinges on lacquer’s being “original” and “authentic” to Vietnam. 
Even the craft industry in Vietnam faces the problem of how to bring lacquer into modernity, which is not the 
same thing as having craft succeed into art. What is a “global” lacquer tradition that doesn’t cling to an 
essentialized, reductive version of “Vietnam”?   



Suffice to say that Phi Phi doesn’t have all the answers. Her work has, however, started the process of unbinding 
lacquer’s history. In her use of the material, Oanh Phi Phi puts into motion the swirl of studio, market, city, 
forest, world. Humans and nonhumans uncouple and tether, in lacquer’s steady dance of agency. Agency, 
distributed among multifarious relations, isn’t knowable in advance. A gust of wind can literally kill a painting. 
But the unbeknownness of agency is both condition and exigency, crucial as she pays attention to the pools and 
eddies of lacquer’s history. So we wait for lacquer to dry; we await its limpid sheen, on the far side of time. 

END 

Dr Kevin Chua is Associate Professor of 18th- and 19th-century European and Southeast Asian art at Texas Tech 
University, USA. Quite coincidentally, he happened to be in Singapore for Phi Phi’s talks at the Singapore 
Biennale in 2013; the Radiant Material exhibition at the National Gallery Singapore in 2017; and the Trees of 
Life – Knowledge in Material exhibition at the NTU Centre for Contemporary Art, Singapore in 2018. Thanks 
to Nora Taylor and Phoebe Scott for comments on the essay, and thanks especially to Oanh Phi Phi for sharing 
her work with me.
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